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Numerous quantum many-body systems are characterized by either fundamental or emergent
constraints—such as gauge symmetries or parity superselection for fermions—which effectively limit
the accessible observables and realizable operations. Moreover, these constraints combine non-
trivially with the potential requirement that operations be performed locally. The combination of
symmetry and locality constraints influence our ability to perform quantum error correction in two
counterposing ways. On the one hand, they constrain the effect of noise, limiting its possible action
over the quantum system. On the other hand, these constraints also limit our ability to perform
quantum error correction, or generally to reverse the effect of a noisy quantum channel. We analyze
the conditions that local channels should satisfy in the constrained setting, and characterize the
resulting optimal decoding fidelity. In order to achieve this result, we introduce a concept of local
complementary channel, and prove a new local information-disturbance tradeoff.
I. INTRODUCTION
A usual assumptions in quantum information theory
literature, is that all self-adjoint operators on a Hilbert
space can be in principle measured. However, in many
systems of interest, such as fermions or gauge fields, ac-
cessible observables are limited to certain subalgebras.
Fermions provide the simplest example for this; only ob-
servables commuting with fermion parity are considered
physical. More generally, gauge theories, which describe
the dynamics of elementary particles with remarkable ac-
curacy and elegance, postulate that physical observables
must commute with the gauge constraints. Finally, there
are many-body physical systems for which these symme-
tries are not fundamental but emergent [1, 2], the re-
sulting effect is equivalent as long as the energy of the
environments and/or observers is reasonably limited.
Despite the ubiquitous nature of gauge symmetries,
superselection rules and locality constraints, a general
quantum information framework for studying the inter-
play of these constraints is in its infancy. The pivotal role
that quantum information and particularly quantum er-
ror correction (QEC) is playing in recent developments
of both condensed matter and high energy physics ur-
gently demands the development of a solid framework.
Significant progress has been made reinterpreting entan-
glement in the presence of superselection rules and gauge
constraints [3–8]. Here, we consider the information-
disturbance tradeoff and its application to QEC, where it
can be used to characterize which communication chan-
nels (representing noise) can be reversed on a given code.
In particular, we will mention two areas where this will
immediately prove useful.
On the condensed-matter side, a plethora of work has
recently been dedicated to the classification of symmetry
protected topological phases (SPTs) [9–11] and symme-
try enriched topological phase (SETs). These generalize
the notion of topological order to a settings where a sym-
metry or gauge constraints are imposed. A SPT phase
is a phase which would be trivial if the imposed sym-
metry were allowed to be broken yet become “discon-
nected” from the trivial (product) phase if the symmetry
is imposed. In contrast, SET are phases disconnected
from the trivial phase even if the symmetry constraint is
lifted. As the stability for topological order essentially
requires QEC conditions [12, 13] , it is only natural that
this connection extend to the symmetry protected set-
ting. Indeed, the seminal example for an SPT phase, to
which we apply our results, is Kitaev’s Majorana chain
[14]. This is a gapped phase with topological degeneracy
protected by fermionic parity conservation and geomet-
ric locality. In parallel to the theoretic exploration of
new candidate symmetry protected codes for quantum
information storage [15, 16], Majorana chains are being
pursued experimentally as a candidate qubit [17].
Within high energy physics, recent progress in hologra-
phy provides the second natural arena for our results. In
particular, the realization that the bulk/boundary map-
ping in holography presents properties of a QEC [18] has
lead to vigorous debate with respect to the role of symme-
tries and gauge constraints. Whereas qualitative features
have been reproduced in the context of traditional QEC
theory [19–22], it has been argued that gauge constraints
play an essential role [23, 24]. In fact, the boundary the-
ory in holography is a gauge quantum field theory and
thus the validity QEC assumptions must be re-examined
in the presence of corresponding constraints.
In a general approach to constrained systems, the al-
lowed observables form a ∗-algebra A, namely the set is
closed under multiplication and the operation of taking
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2the adjoint. Moreover, the observables local to a cer-
tain region of space form a ∗-subalgebra of A which is
not necessarily associated with a tensor factor of the full
Hilbert-space.
Technically, if they are infinite-dimensional, these al-
gebras require some additional mathematical structure,
such as that of a C∗-algebra or von Neumann algebra,
but here, for simplicity, we consider only algebras of
finite-dimensional matrices, closed under the conjugate-
transpose (†-algebras) where those concepts are all equiv-
alent. This is appropriate for systems of fermions on fi-
nite lattices, but will require some generalization to be
applicable to lattice gauge theory to account for the fact
that the Hilbert space of the gauge field on each edge is
not finite-dimensional for Lie groups.
A natural starting point would be the operator-algebra
quantum error correction (OAQEC) [25] (a synthesis
of the theory of noiseless subsystems and subsystem
codes [26, 27]) because it provides sufficient conditions for
a quantum channel to be reversible on a given code when
one only cares about a given †-algebra of observable. We
instead consider a broad generalization of this approach
to the approximate setting introduced in Ref. [28] (The-
orem 2), based on techniques borrowed from Ref. [29]
(information-disturbance tradeoff). This approach is a
particular formalization of the general fact that quantum
information can be recovered after the action of a chan-
nel if and only if it is not available in the environment
(as characterized by the complementary channel).
In section III, we show that these results can be
adapted to the case where the recovery map is required
to be “physical”, in that it does not reveal information
outside of the allowed observables (Corollary 5). Indeed,
constraints on physical observables also affect channels
as these should not enable the indirect measurement of
unphysical observables. In addition, if we require that
our channels be acting locally to some region of space,
then they must leave unchanged all the observables act-
ing outside that region.
In section IV, we further extend them to a situation
where the recovery map is required to be local, in that
it fixes observables associated with a complementary re-
gion of space (Theorem 8 and Corollary 9). This requires
a concept of local complementary map, defined in Sec-
tion IV B.
II. PRELIMINARIES
In this section we review material required to present
and illustrate our results. In particular section II A re-
views the algebra for fermions which allows providing the
simplest examples beyond tensor product Hilbert spaces
with a genuine physical motivation. In section II B, we
propose a notion of physicality of a quantum channel as
derived form the physicality from the algebras of observ-
ables. Finally, we review the main result of Ref. [28, 30]
and exemplify how they comprise traditional QEC con-
ditions. The current work can be seen as a natural gen-
eralization of these result to a setting where symmetry
constraints and locality are imposed on the channels in-
volved.
A. Fermions
As an example system with a constraint, let us con-
sider a system of spinless fermions on a lattice with sites
indexed by Ω = {1, . . . , N}. One associates to each
site an annihilation operator ai. These operators gen-
erate a minimal †-algebra such that a†iaj + aja†i = δij1
and aiaj + ajai = 0 hold for all i, j. Before consid-
ering locality, this algebra is isomorphic to that of all
operators acting on a Hilbert space H of dimension 2N
(which can be regarded as the Fock space correspond-
ing to N modes with a basis (anNN )
† · · · (an11 )†|0〉, where
n1, . . . nN ∈ {0, 1} count the “number of fermions” at
each sites, and |0〉 is the Fock vacuum).
For any region of space corresponding to the subset of
vertices ω ⊆ Ω, we want to interpret the †-subalgebra
generated by the operators ai for i ∈ ω as character-
izing the observables local to ω. These algebras, how-
ever, do not commute for disjoint subsets. In order to
make sure that observables in disjoint regions are jointly
measurable, and hence commute, we declare that only
observables which are even order polynomials in the an-
nihilation operators are physical.
This is equivalent to saying that the physical operators
are those that commute with the parity observable C
which has eigenvalues 1 and −1 respectively for states
with an even and odd number of fermions, and hence is
referred to as the parity superselection rule [4, 31].
Hence, for every region of space ω ⊆ Ω, we assign a
physical subalgebra Aω of operators which are functions
of the operators ai, i ∈ ω, and commute with C. Specif-
ically, these algebras have the form Aω ' M1 ⊕M−1,
whereM±1 are full matrix algebras of dimensions k by k
with k = 2|ω|−1. They correspond to all operators acting
on the Hilbert space sectors with an even, respectively
odd, number of fermions on region ω. This is an instance
of a local quantum theory as defined in algebraic quantum
field theory (but simpler since space is discrete).
The fermionic operators aj may also be formally ex-
pressed in terms of their Majorana counterparts w2j =
aj + a
†
j and w2j−1 = iaj − ia†j . These Majorana oper-
ators are manifestly Hermitian (wk = w
†
j) satisfy the
fermionic anti-commutation relations {wk, wl}+ = 2δlm.
When convenient, we will chose to index the system in
terms of twice as many Majorana indices. In terms of the
Majorana indices, we may define the parity observable
Cω = i
|ω|−1 ∏
j∈ω
wj (1)
which is only defined up to a global sign, given that ex-
changing the order of two Majorana operators introduces
3an additional minus sign. Note that Cω will itself be
a physical observable effective at defining superselection
sectors precisely when |ω| is finite and even but not in
general. Finally, we may define the projectors onto the
parity superselection sectors as P± = 1±C2 .
B. Physical channels
Let us consider a channel, also known as completely-
positive and trace-preserving (CPTP) maps, N :
B(H) → B(K), where H and K are finite-dimensional
Hilbert spaces, and B(H) denotes the set of all operators
on H. Also let A and B be †-algebras of operators acting
onH and K respectively, which represent the physical ob-
servables. Below, we always assume that these algebras
contain the identity on their respective Hilbert spaces (in
general, an algebra’s identity element could be a projec-
tor on the Hilbert space).
For N to be physical, it should be such that the re-
cipient cannot gain information about unphysical ob-
servables. This is most easily expressed in the Heisen-
berg picture as N †(B) ⊆ A, where N † is defined by
Tr (N (ρ)B) = Tr (ρN †(B)) for all operators B on K and
all density matrices ρ on H.
Let us introduce the Hilbert-Schmidt orthogonal pro-
jector P on A (which is a conditional expectation from
B(H) to A). This is a channel satisfying P† = P = P2
whose range is A. Similarly, let Q be the projector on B.
For instance, the conserve parity C of fermions, this pro-
jector is given by P(ρ) = 12 [ρ+CρC] corresponding to its
interpretation as dephasing w.r.t. C. It may equivalently
be written as P(ρ) = P+ρP+ + P−ρP− corresponding to
an interpretation as ”blind measurement” where P+ and
P− are projectors onto the even and odd parity sectors
respectively.
Definition 1. Let P and Q be the projector channels
onto the physical algebra of observables on the source
and target Hilbert space of N respectively. We say that
the channel N is physical with respect to this restriction
if
QNP = QN . (2)
This definition is central to our result as it allows natu-
rally incorporating locality and symmetry conditions into
the setting of channels.
Proposition 1. Let C be the charge observables of a
fermionic system. Then N is a physical channel on this
space if it admits a Kraus representation
N (ρ) =
∑
j
EjρE
†
j , (3)
where all Ej have definite parity (i.e. EjC = ±CEj).
Conversely, if N is physical, then the channel QN =
QNP, which has equivalent action on the physical ob-
servables, can be written in terms of definite parity Kraus
operators.
Proof. To see that all channels of this form are indeed
physical, it is sufficient to expand the Kraus operators
in equation (2). Indeed, expanding QNP, we obtain
Kraus operators {Ej , CEj , EjC,CEjC} with normaliza-
tion 1/2 whereas expanding QN we obtain Kraus opera-
tors {Ej , CEj} with normalization 1/
√
2. We may then
use C2 = 1 and the (anti-)commutation relation to obtain
CEjCρCE
†
jC = EjρE
†
j and EjCρCE
†
j = CEjρE
†
jC.
Conversely, given the channel QNP and its Kraus op-
erators {Ej , CEj , EjC,CEjC}, we may rewrite it in
terms of Kraus operators commuting with C, {Ej +
CEjC,CEj +EjC} and operators anti-commuting with
C, {Ej − CEjC,CEj − EjC}.
Note that some channels as N (ρ) = 14 [(1 + iw)ρ(1 −
iw) + (1− iw)ρ(1 + iw)] are not manifestly physical, but
admit an equivalent representation N (ρ) = 12 [ρ + wρw]
which is, and may be thought of as the dephasing channel
w.r.t. a Majorana mode w.
C. Reversal and information-disturbance trade-off
Given a noise channel N , an important question is
whether the effect of this channel can be reversed, i.e.,
whether there is a recovery channelR such thatRN (ρ) =
ρ for a certain set of states ρ, typically all those sup-
ported on a certain subspace. Alternatively, one may ask
whether the channel can be reversed on a single state
ρ, but with certain restriction as to the locality of R.
In the literature, variations of these questions have been
referred to as channel sufficiency [32], quantum error cor-
rection [33], channel recoverability [34] or channel rever-
sal [35].
In the presence of constraints, what we require is the
weaker condition RN (ρ) = P(ρ), since we do not worry
about the expectation value of unphysical observables.
In addition, if equality is not exactly achieved, we may
want to quantify the error using some measure of simi-
larity between channels. Here we focus on the following
result from Refs. [28, 30], where channels are compared
using a fidelity F :
Theorem 2. For any two channels N and M,
max
R
F (RN ,M) = max
S
F (N̂ ,SM̂), (4)
where the maxima are taken over all CPTP maps, and
N̂ and M̂ are any channels complementary to N andM
respectively. This holds taking F to be either (a) the en-
tanglement fidelity Fρ or (b) the worst-case entanglement
fidelity FW .
Specifically, the two fidelity measures considered are
defined as follows.
(a) The entanglement fidelity compares the effect of
two channels on a single state, while accounting for
4the possible loss of entanglement with a reference
system:
Fρ(N ,M) := f((N ⊗ id)(ψ), (M⊗ id)(ψ)), (5)
where ψ ≡ |ψ〉〈ψ| denotes any purification of ρ,
and f is the fidelity f(ρ, σ) = Tr (
√√
ρσ
√
ρ). This
quantity can also be used to bound the average
fidelity with respect to an ensemble averaging to
ρ [36].
(b) Worst-case entanglement fidelity: Alternatively,
channels can be compared on a code, that is, a
subspace H0 of H defined by a canonical isome-
try W : H0 → H, and can be characterized using
the worst-case entanglement fidelity
FW (N ,M) := min
ρ
f((NW ⊗ id)(ψρ), (MW ⊗ id)(ψρ)),
(6)
where W(ρ) = WρW †, and ψρ is any purification
of ρ.
Both channel fidelities can be used to construct dis-
tances satisfying the triangle inequality, such as the Bu-
res distance. Note that if ρ ∈ B(H0), then by definition
FW ≤ Fρ as suggested by the names. Below, all we need
is the fact that both fidelities are monotonic under the
left action of any channel, i.e.,
F (RN ,RM) ≥ F (N ,M) (7)
for any channels R, N , M.
A complementary channel N̂ of N can be built as
follows. The Stinespring dilation theorem states that
there is an isometry V : H → K ⊗ L such that N (ρ) =
Tr LV ρV †, where Tr L is the partial trace over L. Let |i〉
denote elements of a basis of L, then we obtain the Kraus
operators Ei = (1⊗〈i|)V . Reciprocally, V =
∑
iEi⊗|i〉.
Any such dilation gives us a complementary channel
N̂ (ρ) = TrKV ρV †. We also call a channel N̂ ′ comple-
mentary to N if there exists channels R and S such that
N̂ ′ = RN̂ and N̂ = SN̂ ′, where N̂ has the above form.
(This is the equivalence relation defined in Ref. [30]).
In order to illustrate the use of theorem 2 for channel
reversal, we first present the setting of perfect recovery
in traditional subspace QEC.
Example 3 (Subspace QEC). Consider the case when
both fidelities in Eq. (4) are maximal using F = FW , and
for M = id (i.e. we wish R to recover all information
initially available in the code defined by W ). In this case,
we can use M̂ = Tr . Hence the channel S to be opti-
mized on the right hand side of Eq. (4) is just a state σ,
since it is applied to the one-dimensional density matrix
1: S(1) = σ. Eq. (4) means that N is exactly correctable
on the code defined by W if and only if there exists a state
σ such that N̂ (WρW †) = σTr (ρ).
In terms of an explicit expression for N ,
N (ρ) =
∑
i
EiρE
†
i and (8)
N̂ (ρ) =
∑
ij
Tr (ρE†jEi)|i〉〈j|, (9)
this means that for all i, j, W †E†jEiW = 〈i|σ|j〉WW †,
which are the Knill-Laflamme conditions for quantum er-
ror correction [33].
Example 4 (OAQEC). When M = PA is the projector
on a †-algebra A: the condition from maximum fidelity
yields that A is correctable on the code defined by the
isometric encoding W(ρ) = WρW † if and only if
N̂W = SPA′W (10)
for some channel S, where we used the fact that a channel
complementary to PA is P̂A = PA′ : the projector on the
commutant of A.
To recover the original formulation of operator algebra
QEC (OAQEC) [25, 37], we use W = 1, but replace N by
NW ′ where nowW ′ is the encoding isometry. We obtain
that there is a channel R such that RNW ′ = PA if and
only if there is a channel S such that N̂W ′ = N̂W ′ =
SPA′ . It is easy to see that we can then use S = N̂W ′.
The resulting condition is that the range of (N̂W ′)† be
inside A′. Expressed in terms of Kraus operators, this is
the result of Ref. [25]. This also characterizes subsystem
codes [27] when the algebra is a factor.
III. REVERSAL ON CONSTRAINED SYSTEMS
In the present section, we address the question of chan-
nel reversal for constrained systems, and provide some
instructive examples.
A. Reversal and constrained systems
In the presence of constraints, the problem with using
the duality relation given by Eq. (4) is that the optimiza-
tion on the left hand side is over channels R which may
not be physical.
Recall that we defined P and Q as the channels pro-
jecting respectively on the source and target’s physical
algebra. By substituting QN for N in Eq. (4), we obtain
max
R
F (RQN ,M) = max
S
F (Q̂N ,SM̂). (11)
The recovery channel R′ = RQ is properly physical since
PR′Q = PRQ = PR′.
But does this correspond to the optimization over all
physical recovery maps? Let us specialize this to the case
5where M = PM. For instance, this is the case if M is
the projector on any subalgebra of A.
Suppose R is any physical recovery channel. Then be-
cause of the contractivity of the Bures distance and the
fact that P2 = P,
F (PRQN ,PM) = F (PRN ,PM) ≥ F (RN ,PM).
(12)
Therefore, if R is any physical optimal recovery channel
then so is R′ = PRQ. We conclude that:
Corollary 5. For any physical channel N from a system
with physical algebra projector P to one with projector Q,
and any channel M.
max
R physical
F (RN ,PM) = max
S
F (Q̂N ,SP̂M), (13)
where the optimization on the left hand side is over chan-
nels R which are physical, i.e., such that PRQ = PR
and the right hand side optimization over channels S is
unconstrained.
If P denotes the projector on †-algebra A, then P̂ can
be taken as the projector on the commutant A′ [30, 38].
Moreover, P̂M(ρ) = (P̂ ⊗ idE)(V ρV †) where V is the
isometry from the Stinespring dilation of M, and E the
environment, or ancilla for this distillation. The same
can be done to obtain Q̂N .
Corollary 5 holds whether we replace F by FW or Fρ.
For instance, with F = FW and M = id, the left-hand
side of Eq. (13) is the worst-case fidelity of recovery for
states within the code-space defined by W .
In contrast, the entanglement fidelity Fρ provides a
lower bound [36] on how well recovery fares on aver-
age with respect to an ensemble represented by ρ. This
bound was invoked in Ref. [24], to evaluate the QEC
properties of a thermal CFT ensemble as, in this setting,
it would be much better behaved than FW going to the
setting of an infinite dimensional Hilbert space.
B. Example: exact reversal for commuting
constraints
Let us consider a case where the physical algebra takes
the form A = B(Cn1) ⊕ · · · ⊕ B(Cnd), with each su-
perselection sector characterized by a projector Pi of
rank ni. There is a corresponding “charge” observable
C =
∑
i ciPi, ci 6= cj . For instance, for a system of
fermions, C would be the parity observable. Alterna-
tively, this algebra may arise from requiring that observ-
ables commute with self-adjoint operators Li which all
commute with each other, such as in an Abelian gauge
theory.
The projector P on A represents a “blind measure-
ment” of C:
P(ρ) =
∑
i
PiρPi. (14)
A Stinespring dilation of P is given by the isometry∑
i Pi ⊗ |i〉 where the extra system records the measure-
ment outcome. It follows that
P̂(ρ) =
∑
i
Tr (Piρ)|i〉〈i|. (15)
This is the quantum-to-classical channel characterizing
the measurement of C. Hence, the map S in Eq. (13)
prepares a quantum state depending on the classical out-
come i of the global charge measurement.
Let us takeQ = P, N as in (8) andM = P in Eq. (13),
meaning that we wish to recover all the physical infor-
mation. Using the dilation isometry V =
∑
iEi⊗ |i〉, we
have
P̂N (ρ) = (P̂ ⊗ id)(V ρV †)
=
∑
jnm
Tr (PjEmρE
†
nPj) |m〉〈n| ⊗ |j〉〈j|, (16)
In this example, the map S is of the form
S(|i〉〈i|) =
∑
j
σj|i ⊗ |j〉〈j| (17)
where
σj|i ≥ 0 and
∑
j
Trσj|i = 1. (18)
Let us consider the implication of Eq. (13) for exact
reversal of N on a subspace defined by the isometry W .
For exact reversal, FW equals to 1 exactly when Fρ equals
1, provided ρ has full rank on the code space defined by
W .
Here, both R and N act on H and the dilation ψ of
ρ is defined on an extended Hilbert space H ⊗ J . The
channel is exactly correctable in this case when
(P̂N ⊗ id)(ψ) = (SP̂ ⊗ id)(ψ). (19)
Or in other words, for all j, n,m,
W †E†nPjEmW =
∑
i
〈n|σj|i|m〉W †PiW. (20)
The existence of the states σj|i satisfying the above equa-
tion and the constraints 18 is necessary and sufficient for
the correctability of the channel N on the code W .
This leads to:
Corollary 6. A necessary condition for the channel N
to be correctable on the code with isometry W , for a sys-
tem with superselection charge C =
∑
i ciPi, is that there
exist complex numbers cijnm such that
W †E†nPjEmW =
∑
i
cijnmW
†PiW. (21)
6This necessary condition also becomes sufficient if
[C,WW †] = 0, i.e., if the charge observable C commutes
with the code projector WW †. Indeed, this is equivalent
to PiWW
†Pj = 0 for i 6= j. In other words, Eq. (21)
is also a sufficient condition if all states in the code re-
spect the superselection criterion, which is natural in this
context.
In the unconstrained case, corresponding to C = 1, it
is sufficient to just ask for proportionality between the
left and right hand side. A similar simplification can be
achieved if the encoding map outputs states of a given
charge, i.e., PiW = W for some specific i. In this case,
eq. (21) simplifies to
W †E†nPjEmW = cjnmW
†W, (22)
which is much more reminiscent of the original Knill-
Laflamme condition of Ref. [33].
C. Application: Majorana ring (physical)
Encoding and processing quantum information in Ma-
jorana particles [14] is one of the most actively pursued
approaches to protect quantum information from deco-
herence. This is mainly due to the possibility of engi-
neering condensed matter Hamiltonians [17, 39] whose
degenerate ground state space (code-space) contains two
Majorana modes (fractionalized fermions). An idealized
version of the Majorana wire is characterized by a Hamil-
tonian of the form Hmaj =
∑N−1
j=1 (w2j+1 + iw2j)(w2j+1−
iw2j). In addition to being composed of geometrically lo-
cal terms, this Hamiltonian is quadratic in the fermionic
operators and thus commutes with the imposed parity
symmetry. The ground state is such that the fermionic
modes with annihilation operators w2j+iw2j+1 are unoc-
cupied. Note however, that the Majorana mode w1 and
w2N do not appear in this Hamiltonian, there is necessar-
ily a degeneracy which repeats itself throughout the full
spectrum and can be traced to the degree of freedom rep-
resenting presence or absence of a delocalized fermionic
mode b = w1 + iw2N .
The caveat with this simplified picture of a Majo-
rana chain is that it supports a single logical fermion
b (i.e. a two-dimensional logical Hilbert space with co-
herent superposition forbidden by parity). A more in-
teresting setting includes multiple (k) logical fermions
b1, b2, . . . , bk which are encoded in way into (2k) un-
paired Majorana modes of the physical system indexed
by ω = {ω1, ω2, . . . , ω2k}, which have alternating par-
ity. These are the modes which would not appear in
the description of the underlying caricature Hamilto-
nian. For instance, this can be realized in a situation
where a 1D ring is decomposed into 2k intervals I1, . . . I2k
(Ij = [ωj + 1, ωj+1 − 1]) with neighboring intervals rep-
resenting domains having competing pairing nature as in
Fig. 1 (i.e. regions iw2jw2j+1 or iw2jw2j−1).
We can use the formalism developed so far to charac-
terize all the correctable errors, when both the channel
FIG. 1. The figure illustrates a how 13 fermions which have
been fractionalized into 26 Majorana modes geometrically ar-
ranged on a circle. A Hamiltonian pairs the Majorana modes
into effective local fermions leaving four unpaired Majorana
modes ωj . These modes are expected to be well protected
against naturally occurring noise forms with the protection
initially increasing with the length of the intervals Ij .
and noise are physical. Let us point out that such maps
are allowed to change parity, by bringing fermions to or
from the outside of our system, a phenomenon known as
quasiparticle poisoning [40, 41]. In section IV, we con-
sider the situation where the channels are constrained to
be local, and hence are not able to change the parity.
In the language of section III, we take P and Q as in
Eq. (14) to be the projector onto the physical N -fermion
algebra. The encoding channel W simply initializes the
Majorana modes indexed by
⋃2k
j=1 Ij ≡ Ω\ω to the corre-
sponding nearest neighbor pairing. This guarantees that
W = W2 and that orthogonal parity projectors on the
full system are mapped by W† onto orthogonal parity
projectors on ω (i.e. W †CΩW = ±Cω) up to a sign.
To build intuition, let us consider some examples of
correctable and non-correctable noise maps. A simple
unitary noise operator which does not satisfy eq. 21 is
N (ρ) = E1ρE†1 with E1 = (1 + wω1)/
√
2. However, this
map is not a physical fermion map as required by propo-
sition 1: more explicitly, N †(iwω1wω2) = −iwω2 which is
an odd monomial and thus, not a physical observable (we
may also compare channels P†N †P† and N †P† acting on
this mode). We may now multiply (21) by P−W on the
left and by W †P+ on the right. The RHS will yield zero
by assumption, whereas the LHS will contain a non zero
contribution corresponding to a coherent superposition
between two parity sectors.
In contrast, if the noise map consists of a single unitary
Kraus operator with definite parity action, then such a
noise map will be both physical and correctable by its
inverse which is also physical. Notably, this includes the
case where the noise map performs a parity flip, changing
the global physical parity.
A simple noise map N which is physical yet not cor-
rectable is given by the two Kraus operators wω1 and
wω2 , with normalization 1/
√
2. If there are more than
two encoded Majorana modes, this map annihilates the
7non-trivial logical observable M = iwω2wω3 (i.e. this
operator commutes with WW †). The observable M is
physical yet irrecoverable since N †(M) = 0 and M pre-
serves the logical code-space. Using corollary 6, we may
take the commutator of W †MW with both sides of eq.
(21).
[W †MW,W †E†nPjEmW ] =
∑
i
cijnm[W
†MW,W †PiW ].
(23)
Using that M commutes with WW † and Pj , we find that
the RHS vanishes for all n,m, whereas the LHS remains
non-trivial for n 6= m.
This does not provide an explicit computation of the
non-unit optimal recovery fidelity. One possibility for
this is to evaluate the RHS expression of eq. 13 taking
M = P . In order to obtain an upper bound on worse
case fidelity FW or entanglement fidelity Fρ, it is suf-
ficient to consider in eq. 6 an initial state ρ presenting
maximal correlation of M with an environment (one bit).
We see that SP̂M will completely break these correla-
tion, which may not be reconstructed by S.
The map N is composed of low weight local Kraus op-
erators suggesting that the Majorana chain is not a rea-
sonable quantum code. However, physical considerations
pertaining to locality (see sec.IV E) suppress the possibil-
ity of such parity flipping jump operators. This amounts
to the physical assumption that the system does not ex-
change fermions with its environment. Including terms
which change the system parity is a physical process re-
ferred to as quasi-particle poisoning and has a ruinous
effect on the memory properties of the Majorana wire.
As shown in corollary 5, we may assume that the global
recovery begins by performing a projective measurement
of the parity. Furthermore, from corollary 1 we may
decompose the physical channel N into the sum of two
terms, a parity preserving channel N+ and a parity flip-
ping channel N− by grouping the Kraus operators w.r.t.
their eigenvalue under C conjugation. By further assum-
ing that PiW = W for some i (as done in [24]) the prob-
lem of finding a recovery map for N simplifies to the
problem of finding independent recovery mapsR+ = RPi
and R− = RPi¯ for N+ and N−. Indeed, in section IV F
we will focus on correcting for N+ which admits a much
more favorable treatment if geometric locality is required
on the noise Kraus operators.
IV. LOCAL REVERSIBILITY
In Refs. [42], the unconstrained dual optimization re-
lation Eq. (4) for M = id was adapted to characterize
local reversibility, i.e., with the constraint that the re-
covery channel be local to a subsystem. This was later
applied [43], to study local recoverability in the setting
of an isometry W defined by a MERA circuit [44]. In
this section, we generalize the notion of local recovery
to a setting where the physical local algebra can be ar-
bitrary †-algebras extending the information-disturbance
approach of Refs. [28, 30].
A. Local channels
Let us consider a local net of algebras, i.e., a map as-
signing each region of space ω to a †-subalgebra Aω such
that Aω ⊆ Aω′ whenever ω ⊆ ω′, and Aω and Aω′ com-
mute whenever ω ∩ ω′ = ∅. Also we assume that 1 ∈ Aω
for all ω.
A channel N local to ω should be such that N †(Aω) ⊆
Aω, so that an observer with access to ω cannot learn
about observables which are not local to ω due to the
action of the channel. In addition, N † should fix the ob-
servables Aωc local to the complement set ωc, so that an
observer having access to ωc cannot learn that anything
happened.
One may also require that additional observables be
fixed, up to the full commutant of Aω (which is not in
general equal to Aωc , as can be seen for fermions). We
want to be agnostic towards such choices. Hence we de-
fine locality generally as follows:
Definition 2. We say that channel N (from H to itself)
is local to an algebra A, with effective complement B ⊆
A′ if N †(A) ⊆ A and N † fixes B, i.e., N †(B) = B for all
B ∈ B. If B = A′ (commutant of A), we say that N is
strongly local.
If A = Aω, the effective complement B is to be dis-
tinguished from the algebra Aωc on the complementary
region. We may set B = Aωc in the above definition, in
which case we would say that the channel is weakly local.
In order to better understand the implications of this
definition, we need the following known fact:
Lemma 7. If a channel N (ρ) = ∑iEiρE†i fixes a †-
algebra B (i.e., N †(B) = B for all B ∈ B) then [Ei, B] =
0 for all B ∈ B and all i.
Proof. Given that any finite-dimensional †-algebra is
spanned by its projectors, we only need to show this for
projectors P in B. We have ∑iE†iPEi = P . Multi-
plying this equation on both side by P⊥ = 1 − P we
get
∑
i P
⊥E†iPEiP
⊥ = 0. Taking the expectation value
with respect to any vector, we can deduce that for all
i, PEiP
⊥ = 0. Similarly, since P⊥ is in B, we have
P⊥EiP = 0. Together this implies PEi = EiP .
This implies that, requiring a channel to be local to
A with maximal complement A′ is equivalent to asking
for its Kraus operators to lie in A = A′′ (via the double-
commutant theorem).
Furthermore, we also have that for N local to A with
complement B then
N †(AB) = N †(A)B (24)
for all A ∈ A and B ∈ B.
8This also allows us to characterize the local channels in
a way that will be useful below. Let PB′ be the projector
on the commutant B′. We can implement it as an integral
over that Haar measure in the group of unitary operators
within B:
PB′(X) =
∫
U∈B
UXU†dU, (25)
or using a unitary 1-design Ui ∈ B, i = 1, . . . , n:
PB′(X) = 1
n
∑
i
UiXU
†
i . (26)
Hence, we have the Stinespring dilation
PB′(X) = V †B(1⊗X)VB, (27)
with
VB =
1√
n
∑
i
|i〉 ⊗ Ui. (28)
Suppose N (ρ) = ∑iEiρE†i , and hence has a dilation
isometry VN =
∑
iEi ⊗ |i〉: N †(X) = V †N (X ⊗ 1)VN . IfN † fixes B, then since [Ei, Uj ] = 0, we obtain
(VB ⊗ 1)VN = (1⊗ VN )VB, (29)
because, when extended, both sides are proportional to∑
ij
|i〉 ⊗ UiEj ⊗ |j〉 =
∑
ij
|i〉 ⊗ EjUi ⊗ |j〉. (30)
Tracing-out the third tensor factor on both sides of the
equation yields
VB ◦ N = (id⊗N ) ◦ VB, (31)
where we used VB(ρ) = VBρV †B . Similarly, tracing-out
the first tensor factor yields
(P̂B′ ⊗ id) ◦ VN = (id⊗ N̂ ) ◦ VB. (32)
B. Local complementary channels
In order to generalize Theorem 2, we need a notion of
local complementary channel.
Definition 3. Let N be a channel local to A with
complement B. Given a Stinespring dilation N †(X) =
V †(X ⊗ 1E)V , where V is an isometry: V †V = 1, We
define a corresponding local complementary channel N̂B
by
(N̂B)†(B ⊗ E) = V †(PB(B)⊗ E)V. (33)
This definition will be justified by the fact that such
local complementary channel appears naturally in Theo-
rem 8, where it plays the same role as the normal com-
plementary channel in Theorem 2.
We can, nevertheless motivate it intuitively as follows.
Consider a channel from Alice to Bob. The complemen-
tary channel represents all the information that can pos-
sibly be recovered by a third party—the “environment”—
simultaneously to Bob receiving his information. If, how-
ever, Bob cannot access the subsystem defined by the
algebra B in the output of the channel (because he is a
local observer), then that system should also be counted
as part of the environment.
A local complementary channel can be expressed in
terms of a standard complementary channel through
N̂B = P̂B′N , (34)
where PB′ denotes the projector on the commutant B′ of
the algebra B. This follows from the fact that P̂B′N
†
(X⊗
E) = V †(PB(X)⊗E)V , where V is an isometry such that
N †(Y ) = V †(Y ⊗ 1)V .
C. Condition for local reversibility
We now have the tools needed to generalize Theorem 2
to local channels. Let us first consider only the constraint
that a local channel must fix some algebra. This is also
equivalent to considering only strong locality, since if N †
fixes B, then it must also map B′ into B′ (since its Kraus
operators must then all belong to B′).
Theorem 8. Let N and M be two channels such that
both N † and M† fix the algebra B. Then
max
R† fixes B
F (RN ,M) = max
S† fixes B
F (N̂B,SM̂B). (35)
Proof. Let VB be an isometry dilating the projector on
B′ as in Section IV A. Using the fact that the fidelity is
invariant under post-processing by an isometry, and then
Eq. (31) ,
F (RN ,M) = F (VBRN ,VBM)
= F ((id⊗RN )VB, (id⊗M)VB). (36)
If we use the entanglement fidelity Fρ, then this last term
is just
FPB′ (ρ)(RN ,M). (37)
We can then apply Theorem 2 to this quantity, to obtain
max
R
FPB′ (ρ)(RN ,M) = maxS FPB′ (ρ)(N̂ ,SM̂). (38)
This also works for the worst-case fidelity FW , but we
need a cosmetically stronger version of Theorem 2 that
would hold when minimzing over states of the form
9PB′(ρ) rather than all states. But since this set is also
convex, the proof in Ref. [28] (or Ref. [30] with more
details) works unchanged.
Using Eq. (32), we obtain, both for F replaced by Fρ
or FW ,
F ((id⊗RN )VB, (id⊗M)VB)
= F ((id⊗ N̂ )VB, (id⊗ SM̂)VB)
= F ((P̂B′ ⊗ id)VN , (P̂B′ ⊗ S)VM)
= F ((PB ⊗ id)VN , (PB ⊗ S)VM)
= F (N̂B, (id⊗ S)M̂B).
(39)
In the second-to-last step, we used the fact that PB is
complementary to PB′ , and hence is equivalent to P̂B′
up to a reversible post-processing, which cannot change
the value of the fidelity.
We can now combine this with the approach of Sec-
tion III, to obtain a dual condition for the local cor-
rectability of a channel. Where locality is defined with
respect to an algebra A with commuting complement B.
Corollary 9. Let P be the projector on A∨B (the algebra
generated by A ∪ B) and N a channel local to A with
complement B, then
max
R local
F (RN ,P) = max
S† fixes B
F (P̂NB,SP̂B), (40)
where the maximization on the left-hand side is over
channels R which are local in the same sense as for N .
Proof. From Theorem 8, the right hand side of Eq. (40)
is equal to
max
R† fixes B
F (RPN ,P). (41)
But the set of channels RP where R reaches the max-
imum in this expression must include some which are
local, since by monotonicity of the fidelity, the local map
PRP can only perform better than RP. Also, if R is a
local channel which maximizes F (RN ,P), then so does
PRP since then
F (PRPN ,P) = F (PRN ,P) ≥ F (RN ,P). (42)
We observe that P̂NB = P̂BcN and we can use P̂B =
P(Bc)′ , where Bc = B′ ∩ (A ∨ B) is the commutant of B
relative to A ∨ B.
We can also be more explicit about the structure of
these algebras. Since A and B commute with each other,
the intersection
I := A ∩ B (43)
is a commutative †-algebra. Hence it is spanned by a
complete family of projectors Pi, i = 1, . . . , n, such that
PiPj = δijPi and
∑
i Pi = 1.
The algebras A and B must be block-diagonal in terms
of the sectors Hi = PiH, i = 1, . . . , N , and, since they
commute, they must take the form
A =
N⊕
i=1
Ai ⊗ 1mi and B =
N⊕
i=1
1ni ⊗ Bi (44)
where the ith term of the direct sum is supported on the
sector Hi, and Ai and Bi are themselves †-algebras.
Then the relative commutant of B in A ∨ B has the
form
Bc =
⊕
i
Ai ⊗Z(Bi), (45)
where Z(Bi) = Bi ∩ B′i is a commutative algebra: the
center of Bi.
D. Example: standard tensor product
To see how this works, let us first consider the meaning
of Eq. (40) being equal to unity (maximal) for channels
which are local in the usual sense of a tensor product of
Hilbert space, say system HA ⊗ HB . The algebras are
A = B(HA) ⊗ 1 and B = 1 ⊗ B(HB). The channel N
being local to system A implies N = NA ⊗ id.
The problem considered here is whether the specific
noise channel N can be corrected by a channel acting
within A. This is not to be confused with the more stan-
dard problem of recovering arbitrary noise channels on A
without restricting the locality of the recovery operation.
Let us define Dσ to be a fully depolarizing channel,
with constant output state σ: Dσ(ρ) = σTr ρ for all ρ.
We observe that Bc = A = B(HA) ⊗ 1 and (Bc)′ =
B = 1⊗ B(HB). Hence
PBc = id⊗D1/dB and P̂B = P(Bc)′ = D1/dA ⊗ id,
(46)
where dA and dB are the dimensions of HA and HB re-
spectively. It follows that
P̂NB = P̂BcN = ̂NA ⊗D1/dB = N̂A ⊗ id. (47)
Moreover, for any channel S, S ◦ D1/dA = Dσ, where
σ = S(1/dA). Hence, Corollary 9 tells us that
max
R
F (RNA⊗ idB , idAB) = max
σ
F (N̂A⊗ idB ,Dσ⊗ idB).
(48)
This is almost exactly like the QEC conditions without
the locality constraint: the channel is reversible if and
only if the local environment gets no information. The
difference is that the code is defined as a subspace of the
joint system AB instead of just system A.
To understand this in more detail, let us expand the
conditions resulting for the fidelity F = FW being max-
imal on both sides. If we write this condition in terms
of the Kraus operators Ei of NA, we obtain that the
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condition is that there exists a state σ such that for all
operators E ⊗B,∑
ij
W †(E†iEj ⊗B)W 〈i|E|j〉 = W †(1⊗B)W Tr (σE).
(49)
Equivalently, for all i, j, and all B, there must be num-
bers λij such that
W †(E†iEj ⊗B)W = λijW †(1⊗B)W. (50)
This can also be formulated in terms of matrix elements
B = |m〉〈n|: for all i, j,m, n, there must exist λij ∈ C
such that
W †mE
†
iEjWn = λijW
†
mWn, (51)
where Wn := (1⊗ 〈n|)W .
E. Example: fermions and strong locality
Let us unpack Corollary 9 for fermions, and with the
strong locality requirement B = A′.
Firstly, if B = A′, then Bc = A, and P̂NB = P̂AN .
Similarly, P̂B = PA′ .
Let A = Aω be a local algebra for fermions for a region
ω. A charge generating the center I = A∩A′ is the parity
Cω of the number of fermions in the region ω. Note that
the same statement holds if ω and ωc are subsets indexing
Majorana modes. The commutant is just A′ = I∨Aωc =
span{C,Aωc}, where C is the global parity observable.
Corollary 9 tells us that the optimal fidelity for local
reversal of N is equal to maxS F (P̂AN ,SPA′) where S†
must fix A′.
But the channel S needs only be defined on A′ since
it acts after a projection on it. Since its adjoint must fix
A′, it can be assumed to be of the form
S†(B ⊗ E) =
∑
k∈{+,−}
Tr (ρkE)PkBPk, (52)
for any B ∈ A′ and E acting on the environment from the
dilation of N . The only freedom are the two arbitrary
fixed states ρk, k ∈ {+,−}. Here, P+ and P− are the
projectors on even and odd parity for the region ω. .
If Ei are Kraus operators for N , the code W is then
exactly locally correctable if and only if there exist two
states ρ± such that for all B ∈ A′, and all E,∑
ij
〈i|E|j〉W †E†iBEjW = W †S†(B ⊗ E)W
=
∑
k∈{+,−}
Tr (ρkE)W
†PkBPkW,
(53)
or, equivalently, for all i, j, any parity k, and for all
B ∈ A′, there exist λijk ∈ C such that
W †E†iEjBkW = λijkW
†BkW, (54)
where Bk = PkBPk commute with the operators Ei.
The only difference with Eq. (50) is that B is restricted
to the algebra A′ which is a direct sum of two factors,
corresponding to the two values for the parity of the re-
gion ω.
For instance, if the code defined by W is restricted to
states of a fixed parity, then the conditions are of the
same form as in the Section IV D.
We see that these conditions do not reduce to those
of Section (III B) when ω is the whole system. This is
because the strong locality condition is non-trivial in this
limit, as the channel is still required to fix the global
parity operator, which commutes with AΩ. This is what
makes the above conditions simpler.
F. Example: Majorana ring
In this section we extend the treatment of the Ma-
jorana ring, introduced in Section III C. In addition to
physicality, we require both the noise and the recovery
map (N and R) to be strongly local to the algebra AL,
with L corresponding to some subset of Majorana modes
on the ring. As defined in 2, this means that N †(B) = B
for all operators B ∈ A′L.
According to Lemma 7, and the double commutant
theorem, the noise map N will have all Kraus opera-
tors Ej ∈ AL (i.e. even weight polynomials of Majorana
operators with indices in L). This amounts to the phys-
ical assumption that the system L does not exchange
fermions with the rest of the system or the environment.
For simplicity, let us consider the case where L includes
the whole chain. In that case, the strong locality con-
dition simply precludes quasi-particle poisoning. Since,
Bk ∝ Pk in Eq. (54), if we also assume that the code pro-
jector WW † commutes with parity, then one can simply
remove the terms Bk from the equation. The necessary
and sufficient conditions we obtain are (formally) equal
to the standard Knill-Laflamme conditions.
In this context, a sufficient condition for the noise to
satisfy Eq. (54) is that the noise operators Ej do not
involve “distant” Majorana modes (geometric locality).
Specifically, we assume that the Majorana modes appear-
ing in the monomial expansion of Ej are supported on
an index interval of length at most d/2, where d is the
number of mode in the shortest region Ij .
(To be clear, this geometric locality of the noise op-
erators does not imply locality of the noise channel as
we have defined it in this document, because different
noise operators of the channel may be local to different
regions).
In order to show that the KL conditions are satisfied
for these error operators, we may expand Ej in terms of
even Majorana monomials (these span the algebra). The
geometric locality of these operators then guarantees that
they act non-trivially on at most one of the unpaired Ma-
jorana modes. But because the degree of the monomial
is even, there must be an unmatched Majorana operator
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acting on a paired mode, hence mapping it to an excited
state. Since E†i and Ej in the expression E
†
iEj cannot
overlap if they each act on distinct unpaired Majorana
modes in ω, E†iEj yield mutually orthogonal states. If
both act on the same mode in ω, canceling on it, then
they either commute with the projector and are propor-
tional to identity or are fully off-diagonal with respect to
it. Either of these cases satisfies Eq. (54).
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have extended the result of Refs. [28, 30] on ap-
proximate channel recovery to settings where the chan-
nels are restricted by symmetry and/or locality con-
straints. The results obtained preserve the elegant du-
ality structure of the information disturbance trade-off.
Namely, they take the form of a dual optimization rep-
resenting the information which is not accessible to the
environment. Although we do not have a general so-
lution for the dual optimization, it is often simpler,
and has a solution in important specific situations. As
the duality itself has already proven useful conceptu-
ally [18, 20, 29, 42, 45], we expect that our results will be
widely applicable to the QEC aspects of symmetry pro-
tected topological phases as well as in some more realistic
realizations of holography.
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